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Everyone is from somewhere. What about you? Where are you from  

and where do you call home? And, even more interesting, where are you 

from from? Where did your family orginate and what was their story?  

From froms are the unique backgrounds that enrich our present day histories, 

interweaving and overlapping in the most unexpected ways with unexpected 

acquaintances. These from froms are what inspired our new company. 

Welcome to 

fromfromweavers 
We invite you to shop our collection of beautiful one-of-a-kind rugs,  

and a few other fanciful items, from family weavers and artisans from  

around the world. Their finished products are incredible stories of who  

they are, where they live and how they see the world. We hope you  

will be inspiried by these treasures, made from hand and heart,  

and consider bringing them into your home. 

Please contact us.

www.fromfromweavers.com 

Liz Owens: 801.910.4101, liz@lizointeriors.com

Liz King: 650.868.4396, liz@lizkingdesign.com
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Interiors by Liz Owens, liz/o. interiors



Interiors by Anne Morgan Jesperson



Interiors by Liz Owens, liz/o. interiors
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fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Double L, 5.6 x 9.5’, $5,450 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: 4 Diamond, 5 x 6.7’, $4,215 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Crisscross, 5 x 8.2’, $4,795 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Jaggedy, 5 x 7.4’, $4,795 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Geometrics, 6.5 x 9.8’, $5,600

S O L D 
 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Traditional, 5 x 6’, $3,995 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Pink diamond, 2.6 x 5.3’, $935

S O L D 
 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Gold silk, 28 x 103”, $1050 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Red/gold symbol, 29 x 108”, $1800 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Gray/multi-color symbol, 27 x 58”, $800 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Mosaic, 27 x 65”, $800 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Gold zigzag, 24 x 37”, $750 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Orange/purple star, 27.5 x 39”, $750 

 

 



fromfromweavers
Morocco: Gold/cream seed, 28 x 38.5”, $750 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Rust/cream star, 24 x 38”, $750 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Peru: EC, 62 x 58.5”, $1,350 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Peru: ER, 62 x 72.5”, $1,350 

 

 



fromfromweavers
Peru: JRT, 55 x 58.5”, $1,350 

 



fromfromweavers
Peru: EC, 74 x 76”, $1,750 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: African beaded carvings, 24”, $120 each 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Morocco: Giraffe bronze, 10.5”, $120 

 

 



fromfromweavers 
Peru: Alpaca sheep toy, 6”, $25 

 

 



fromfromweavers

Liz Owens: 801.910.4101, liz@lizointeriors.com

Liz King: 650.868.4396, liz@lizkingdesign.com

www.fromfromweavers.com
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